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With an increased dependency on third-parties to support your business, assessing their risk and compliance posture while monitoring 
them on a continuous basis is more critical than ever. With ServiceNow’s Vendor Risk Management offering you can transform the 
overall workflow of vendor risk management to create a stronger extended enterprise.
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BitSight Security Ratings combined with ServiceNow VRM 
establishes cybersecurity visibility across the entire vendor supply 
chain,allowing risk managers to quickly assess and onboard new 
vendors, and once onboarded, continuously monitor those vendors 
for changes in cyber security posture. This heightened visibility 
helps prioritize your resources, enables data-driven conversations 
with vendors, and scales your vendor risk assessment capabilities, 
monitoring, and remediation processes. With this new level of 
assessment and continuous monitoring, strengthen your Vendor 
Risk Management program with: 

• Vendor Validation - Ensure that vendors are within your 
organization’s cyber-risk tolerance and confidently decide on 
vendor relationships

• Continuous Monitoring - Track vendor cybersecurity 
performance over time and automate responses when changes 
occur based on your risk threshold policies and priorities

• Effective Assurance - Improve cyber risk assurance of 
your vendor portfolio with security ratings-driven workflows, 
collaboration, and executive reporting 

BitSight Security Ratings and Risk Vectors integrated into ServiceNow VRM transforms the way you manage vendor risk by 
contextualizing and connecting objective, third-party cybersecurity risk data to broader vendor risk workflows, driving efficiencies and 
business success. Delivering reports on vendor risk and portfolio vulnerabilities, the integration offers a consistent assessment and 
remediation process with increased efficiency through automation, while driving transparency and accountability with third-party 
stakeholders to create an integrated enterprise approach to third-party risk.

BitSight Security Ratings and Risk Vectors facilitate decision making during vendor onboarding and assessments, while continuous 
monitoring drives automated workflows within the ServiceNow VRM platform. Including this objective context allows you to adjust 
your vendor risk management program processes, creating tighter alignment with your overall enterprise risk management priorities 
and ultimately establish an integrated view of risk.

Now, It’s time to unleash a new level of vendor cyber risk assurance with ServiceNow and BitSight:

BITSIGHT SECURITY RATINGS AND SERVICENOW VENDOR RISK MANAGEMENT

WHY BITSIGHT SECURITY RATINGS AND RISK VECTORS FOR SERVICENOW VRM

Independently verified breach correlation - BitSight is the only cybersecurity ratings solution with third party validation of 
correlation to breach.

Superior analytics - BitSight delivers the broadest, most comprehensive, and accurate view of vendor infrastructure with immediate 
access to vendor historical cybersecurity performance.  

Measures exposure & performance - BitSight is the only cybersecurity ratings solution to provide a continuous view of 
cybersecurity exposure and performance over time.

Seamless integration - BitSight Security Ratings and Risk Vector integration with ServiceNow VRM delivers a comprehensive and 
seamless inclusion of objective and actionable cybersecurity data into ServiceNow VRM workflows.



ABOUT BITSIGHT
BitSight transforms how organizations manage information cybersecurity risk with objective, verifiable and actionable Security Ratings. 
Founded in 2011, the company built its Security Ratings Platform to continuously analyze vast amounts of data on security issues. Fifty percent 
of the world’s cybersecurity premiums are underwritten by BitSight customers, and 20 percent of Fortune 500 companies, and four out of the 
top five investment banks rely on BitSight to manage cyber risks. 
For more information, please visit www.BitSight.com, read our blog or follow @BitSight on Twitter.
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Continuous Monitoring

• Direct access to BitSight Risk Vectors and 
underlying data within ServiceNow VRM

• Customized alerts, workflow, and reporting to 
monitor changes to BitSight Security Ratings and 
Risk Vectors

• Collaborative, evidence-based remediation 
workflows with vendors within ServiceNow VRM

Effective Assurance

• Objective, evidence based cybersecurity risk 
assessments of vendors

• Continuous measurement of vendor portfolio 
performance and controls over time

• Expansive BitSight cybersecurity domain 
coverage integrated into ServiceNow VRM 
workflows and dashboards

BITSIGHT FOR SERVICENOW VRM INTEGRATION FEATURES

Vendor Validation

• Tailor the level of assessment questionnaire based on BitSight 
Security Ratings

• Built-in mapping of BitSight Risk Vectors to leading questionnaire 
formats

• Automatic questionnaire validation with quick and accurate 
identification of red flags in responses


